THEORY OF EVERYTHING
THINKING THINGS THROUGH: THOUGHT is all-powerful—the guiding factor that underpins
evolution. Therefore it is of prime importance that we THINK OUR WAY THROUGH chaotic
times. Currently, our way forward falters, our science falters, our financial houses falter and
our oneness ideal is under threat from warring, plunder of resources and from both
institutional as well as individual self-aggrandisement. Where ETs are concerned, we often
speak of ‘us’ and ‘them’. This has to change! We are a part of one big family that shares
multiple universes. So we Earthlings need to get with it and recognize precisely this. Earth is
just one speck within the grand design and the problems inflicting our planet indicate that it
is a time for WAKE UP CALL.
QUANTUM THEORY: Newtonian physics has been a comfortable and accurate way of seeing
the hardware of space-time—a part of our growing up. That other, non-material part of this
universe has been ignored, to the extent that for much of the 20th century it was regarded as
empty space—nothing. I was once ticked off by a university lecturer for daring to think
otherwise. He was wrong. That non-material part has been given so many different names
over the years—from Aether to Higg’s Field—it is the creative fount of all that we see as
material and much, much more. Quantum theory seeks beyond Newton’s physics and has
helped us to think a little further. BUT we must not forget it is only a theory—that is all it is. I
know there has been a tendency to consider it as reality. Perhaps it should be seen as a
pathway-of-thought that leads us away from the obvious hardware of existence, and the
quanta may well be, not little bricks, but energy focal points. So what next?
NEW PARADIGM: It is time for a new paradigm in science. There has not yet been full
recovery in science from the erroneous ‘nothing’ view of the space between stars. Despite
many proofs and publications, noble works by individuals and small groups—the realities of
spirit, spirit communication, extraterrestrial communication, telepathy, synchronistic events,
teaching from Angelic Realms, visions witnessed by huge crowds and the proven value of
prayer—these are all essentially shunned by institutional and well-funded science. This is a
stumbling block to our scientific progress and has to change. And this is the essential
difference between the science of Planet Earth and the science of those ET visitors who over
the years have been seen to have mastered space-travel, crop circle formation and pyramid
construction. We have in the past and for several reasons been reluctant to change our ways.
And sadly, governments, institutions and news media have treated ETs and their
achievements on our planet and in our skies as a taboo zone.
AETHER WAVES: It is scientifically accepted that sound waves are compression waves that
travel in air at fixed speed and exert a pressure on the surface they strike. Sound is a physical
wave generated from a vibrating source in a physical world. It is logical (and against
conventional scientific thinking) to suppose that ‘light’, on a much finer scale, is a similarly
generated compression wave that travels in the aether medium. Like sound, it travels at fixed

speed and exerts a measurable pressure on striking a surface—so it has some physical
character; but there is the difference that light can also travel the universal continuum to
reach us from our sun and from distant galaxies. But what gives it that trace of physical
character?—compression is the answer. [I know James Clerk Maxwell has described light in
electromagnetic terms—electric and magnetic vectors will be the effects of movement within
the waveform—also a part of its character.] As a scientist, I still think of the aether as a
continuum. The spiritual sources that I know, prefer to regard it as energy. Whether seen as
energy or continuum it will play an enormous part in our developing awareness. It was early
20th century (1913) when the Rev. G Vale Owen channelled the advanced spirit Zabdiel:
‘If you were to endeavour to build up a machine for the manufacture of aether and the
conversion of it into matter, you would find no substance to your hand on earth of sufficient
sublimity to hold the aether, which is of a force greater and more terrific than any force which
is imprisoned within what you understand as matter.’
Rev. G Vale Owen / Zabdiel, The Highlands of Heaven, The Greater World Christian Spiritualist
Association
So this spiritual source of 100 years ago acknowledges the principles of aethermatter
conversion and of aether as a very powerful energy. Our nuclear bombs have worked
backwards to convert matter into a vast amount of energy but in-keeping with the statement
of Zabdiel, we have of course no way of reversing that to a process of creation. Einstein’s
equation E = mc2 is a scientific statement of Zabdiel’s described conversion but we have only
succeeded in using his equation backwards.
TORSION WAVES: Torsion waves are twisting waves in the aether that have no compression.
These waves therefore exhibit no physical character and are not governed by the laws of
either space-time or physical science. They require no travel time, do not exert pressure and
do not arise from physical vibrating source. These non-physical waves relate to prayer,
telepathy and ET-communication. Such communications are instantaneous. There is ample
clear evidence for the instantaneity of ET-communication and telepathy but such evidence
is at present shunned by our science and its institutions.
CONCLUSION: The way forward is plain to see. Science, universities and institutions must
break out from the shell of 20th century attitudes and take on board ‘spiritual science’.
Governments and news media must exhibit more openness and keep up with astounding
new developments, such as the Bosnian pyramids, ET-communications and other revelations
that shatter yesterday’s status quo. And think things through—we must never underestimate
the power of thought. This applies to both science as well as our social failings. Thought,
enhanced through meditation, precedes evolution.
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